
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of targeting analyst. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for targeting analyst

Working closely with the Sales Management Team to review and finalize
alignments each cycle
Managing the cycle targeting process to ensure all business rules are properly
applied and call plans are delivered on time
Participating in the development of the brand targeting strategy
Partnering with Commercial IT to ensure field tools used in targeting and
alignments meet the business needs for each sales team
Requires intelligence analysts capable of fusing intelligence information from
multiple disciplines, to include Human Intelligence (HUMINT), Signals
Intelligence (SIGINT), Communications Intelligence (COMINT), Imagery
Intelligence (IMINT), Measurement and Signature Intelligence (MASINT),
Counter Intelligence (CI), All-Source Analysts, Targeting Analysts, Collection
Management, Industrial Security Professionals
Employees on this contract will be responsible for providing intelligence
analysis and all aspects of information gathering, research, threat
assessments, Client development and predictive analysis as part of a Special
Operations Forces (SOF) analytical team
Deployments may be to a theater of operations with permissive, uncertain, or
hostile environments while living in austere conditions for extended periods
The All-Source/Targeting Analyst will have advanced targeting skills and a
comprehensive understanding of the operational cycle the data, tools, and
techniques used for each phase of targeting
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Possess an analytical and logical mind, ideally already coupled with
knowledge and experience of data analysis tools and techniques

Qualifications for targeting analyst

Requires 5+ years of related Business Analyst experience
Expert capabilities to research, create, develop, and deliver professional
briefings, multimedia
Minimum of 10 years of Joint or Service kinetic targeting experience (not
including HVI targeting)
Must have a range of targeting experience, which may include ISR, advanced
weapons, targeting IT systems, targeting doctrine, Applicants with broader
targeting experience are highly desired
Applicants with global strike backgrounds are highly desired
Applicants who have a demonstrated history of innovation are highly desired


